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Across

3. resistant to change, traditional

8. disrespect, looking down on 

someone or something

10. to think of, to imagine

11. wealthy, rich

12. lacking depth or meaning, shallow

15. to make sure, to check

16. to keep something going, continue, 

maintain

24. to evaluate, to judge the quality

27. to prevent, stop, or discourage

28. uncertain, unsure, not definite

29. to get, to receive

30. a flaw, fault, or imperfection

31. to openly condemn or express 

disapproval

34. opinionated, stating an opinion as 

fact

36. a change from one activity, 

condition, or location to another

37. someone who receives

39. to stick to something

40. variety

Down

1. given as a gift or award

2. to reveal or make known

4. an extreme fear of something 

specific

5. to pay

6. totally different, opposite, 

conflicting, to go against

7. to prevent, stop, or hold back

9. severe, sharp, intense

13. frightened, anxious, nervous, 

uneasy

14. to add to

17. to separate or isolate, especially 

emotionally

18. strict teachings of a political or 

religious group

19. ridiculous, silly

20. to admit to something

21. obvious, very noticeable

22. average, medium, not extreme

23. to go beyond

25. someone blamed for the mistakes 

of others

26. someone who gives

32. to gather together in an organized 

form

33. an unknown or unidentified person

35. conceited, self-important, proud 

and vain

38. cautious, careful, wise, sensible


